Itinerary planning – Liverpool

SEPTEMBER 2016

Tourism is one of Liverpool’s biggest industries these
days, and taking into account the richness of the city – its
buildings, its heritage, even its atmosphere – that’s no
surprise. It also has some of the UK’s best attractions, and is
inherently coach-friendly, as Jessamy Chapman finds out
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ou’ll find few destinations in the UK where the people are as
proud of their home as in Liverpool.
For centuries a melting pot of different nationalities while its
port grew into Britain’s most important and its most prominent
gateway, Liverpool today has a very strong identity, and a
proud, diverse heritage – of shipping, of football, of rock n’
roll. It’s an international destination: In the summer between two to five vast
cruise ships every week moor on Princes Dock and visitors from abroad flock
to the attractions, museums and galleries – many of which are free.
It’s a city with a great wealth of fascinating architecture, from the Georgian
Bluecoat Chambers and the Victorian redbrick warehouses of Albert Dock,
to the elegant 20th century ‘Three Graces’ at Princes Dock and the splendid
Anglican Cathedral, to the terrifically modern Liverpool One shopping centre.
Liverpool was European Capital of Culture in 2008, and it’s a city of culture
to this day.
There is no doubt that the status granted that year and the programme of
investment that was carried out is partly responsible for Liverpool’s fantastic
tourism offering today – and it’s an opportunity that hopefully Hull will grasp
as successfully as UK City of Culture in 2017.
The people’s pride in Liverpool is evident from the fact that its attractions
work together, under the umbrella of Marketing Liverpool. That team spirit
and warm hospitality is most keenly extended to the groups market, a hugely

important source of tourism income to the city.
“The whole city started working together for the Capital of Culture in
2008, in a solid effort that’s had a knock-on effect for businesses and the
whole tourism experience in the city,” says James Wood, Marketing Campaign
Manager for Marketing Liverpool. “We’re like one big family here.”
We took two days out to explore Liverpool for the first time. If members of
your group have never been before, they’ll be utterly delighted, and if they
went over 10 years ago and return now, they’ll probably be more delighted
still.

Ferry ‘cross the Mersey
After lunch at the Fab Four Cafe at the pierhead, our first port of call (pun
slightly intended) was a ferry ‘cross the Mersey on the Dazzle, owned by
Mersey Ferries.
A Coach Tourism Association member, with coach drop-off just in front of
the terminal building, Mersey Ferries offers excellent packages for groups and
the Dazzle is wheelchair-accessible on the lower deck.
“The ferry is a really nice way for groups to see Liverpool and learn about
the history,” says Claire Patros, Commercial Development Manager. The
cruise takes 50 minutes, with commentary over the loudspeaker (along with
snatches of Gerry and the Pacemakers).
It’s surely the only way to see Liverpool’s UNESCO world heritage
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Evening cruises with Mersey Ferries have
proven popular with groups in 2016

SEPTEMBER 2016

waterfront: The ‘Three Graces’
of the Liver Building, the
Cunard Building and the Port
of Liverpool Building; the
strikingly modern Museum
of Liverpool; along to the
Albert Dock, and then the
Echo Arena with Giles
Gilbert Scott’s great imposing
Cathedral behind.
The ferry heads first towards
the Irish Sea before turning
and running alongside the
The ‘fab four’ are immortalised with statues on the waterfront
Wirral waterfront, stopping
at Seacombe and Birkenhead
– both suitable for jumping ashore for an hour or a few. The ferry not only
Cruise in the evening
links Liverpool to the Wirral, but also to Chester, Cheshire and Wales beyond
New for this year on Mersey Ferries has been the Summer Evening Cruise,
– so it’s also ideal for coach parties on that side of the water having a day trip
which takes place on Sundays and Thursdays. It’s a two-hour cruise, leaving
in Liverpool.
at 1930hrs, with live music onboard and drinks and food available from the
At Birkenhead, the Second World War-era U-Boat Story makes a good
Dazzle’s bar. “It’s been very popular with groups,” says Claire, and it’s easy
group visit before returning to Liverpool on the next ferry, and is free with
to see how this is a fantastic way for the groups market to enjoy the city’s
the ferry ticket. Coach parking at Birkenhead is also free.
vibrant nightlife, without having to wade into the Cavern Club. 2016’s dates
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have already sold out: Book now for 2017. Another option for groups are the
‘Do the Double’ and ‘Do the Treble’ packages – the former combines the ferry
with an open-top City Explorer bus tour, and the latter includes a Tower
Tour at Liverpool’s Anglican Cathedral.
Mersey Ferries is freezing group rates for 2017 – for the third year in a row –
and drivers or guides go free.
Mersey Ferries also offers a full-day canal cruise to Manchester, docking
at coach-friendly Salford Quays. It runs April-September and is very popular
with and suitable for groups.
Claire has advice for coach tour organisers: “Come in the week,” she says.
“There is better accommodation available, with more choice, better prices,
and fewer stags and hens.”
Contact Claire Patros, Commercial Development Manager on
0151 330 1458 or email claire.patros@merseyferries.co.uk
Next, we headed along Albert Dock (being very well behaved, and not going
in a single shop) to the Beatles Story.
The only way anyone can fail to enjoy this attraction is if they absolutely
despise the Beatles.
For everyone else, fans and non-fans alike, the museum is a stimulating and
highly enjoyable journey through both the peak of pop music and a crucial
period in Liverpool’s long history, with a fantastic amount of original Beatles
memorabilia and the band members’ own instruments.

Rock in the dock
The Beatles Story takes you on the fab four’s journey to international
superstardom and beyond chronologically, with fantastic artefacts and
impressive themed zones – including replicas of Abbey Road, the Casbah
Coffee Club and the Cavern Club, and even a yellow submarine. Particularly
moving is the gallery dedicated to John Lennon’s ‘Imagine’.

New exhibitions include a Hofner 60th anniversary bass guitar, designed
by Klaus Voormann – the artist behind the Beatles’ Revolver album cover –
installed to coincide with the 50th anniversary of Revolver’s release. Also new
is David Bowie’s beloved Hagström guitar, and it stands in the museum next
to the last piano John Lennon ever played.
The coach drop-off is minutes away, and Albert Dock has its own coach
welcome service. Drivers get a free drink in the Beatles Story’s Fab Four Cafe –
which opened only last year.
The Beatles Story’s second site and second Fab Four Cafe is at the pierhead,
and is currently home to an exhibition of the photography of George
Harrison’s wife Pattie Boyd. Entrance to both is included in the ticket price.
During the summer the Beatles Story gets pretty crowded; two days before
our visit, 1,500 people passed through the doors.
Coach tours are therefore particularly welcome off-season.
Contact Alfie White, Sales Executive on 0151 709 1963 or email
alfiewhite@beatlesstory.com
Liverpool is rare for having two (relatively) modern cathedrals; one Catholic
and one Anglican.
We visited the Anglican Cathedral, which is rare in being built only in the
last 150 years, on the aptly-named Hope Street (at the other end of which lies
the 1960s Catholic Metropolitan Cathedral): Liverpool had a bishop before
it had a cathedral, so one has to be built for him.
It’s only the third cathedral to be built in England since the reformation,
following London’s St Paul’s in the 17th century and Truro in the early 19th.
It is the third-tallest building in Liverpool, and the fifth-largest cathedral in
the world. Thanks to its immense proportions, its Victorian building methods
and its Gothic Revival style, it is incredibly imposing, and solid-looking to the
point of industrial.
But is no less beautiful than Britain’s medieval cathedrals.

The Beatles Story is immersive, whether you like the Beatles or not

Anglican Cathedral is one of the five largest in the world

Steven Gerrard’s winning shirt at Liverpool FC, never washed or ironed

The ferry is the best way to see the UNESCO World Heritage waterfront
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Monumental triumph
Curiously, the designer was a very young architect with no other buildings to
his name, who also happened to be a Roman Catholic – not Anglican.
His name was Giles Gilbert Scott, grandson of St Pancras architect George
Gilbert Scott, and he later went on to design Battersea Power Station and the
red telephone box.
Later in his career he favoured the modernist school of architecture, but
Liverpool Cathedral is an attractive blending of Victorian Gothic Revival and
something a bit more monumental and less frilly – and it’s a triumph.
A Tower Tour is essential, and for older generations of groups,
comparatively easy.
You take two lifts almost to the top, and the final 100 or so steps are up
wide, solid staircases – it’s a dream compared with going round and round
up old Norman towers.
At the top, you can see the city below from every possible angle – and
it feels much safer and more solid than cathedrals of old. It’s fascinating to
compare it to medieval churches, because if we built cathedrals now on the
scale we did 800 years ago, they’d probably be much more like Gilbert Scott’s
monolith. It’s almost like looking into a present we never had.
The other rare thing about the Cathedral is the huge banner on a railing
outside that says ‘Coaches welcome’.
Contact Jenny Moran, Visitor Services Manager on 0151 702 7284
or email jenny.moran@liverpoolcathedral.org.uk
If your group is interested in the ill-fated Titanic, you could take them for
drinks or dinner at 30 James Street, the former headquarters of the White
Star Line.
This is where Titanic and its sisters were registered, and many other
great ships of the 19th and 20th centuries. Today it’s a hotel and Carpathia
restaurant, but it’s open for group tours.

Violin bass on show at Beatles Story, designed by Revolver artist

SEPTEMBER 2016

The views from the Cathedral’s tower are magnificent
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Liverpool FC has its own open-top city bus tour

The Anglican Cathedral is no less impressive on the inside

White Star Line’s famous rival Cunard is also based here in Liverpool; the
city has a wealth of ocean liner history, and it’s also worth taking your clients
to the free Merseyside Maritime Museum on the waterfront to find out more.

way around the museum.
It’s inarguably one of the most historic of Britain’s football clubs, with links
to the Boer War, the Titanic, beer and the Beatles (of course) – a ground that
goes back to 1906, with closer ties to Everton than you might suspect.
History is still being made here. The Main Stand is currently being rebuilt,
very cleverly up and around the existing stand so as not to destroy the
historic fabric of the original 1906 stadium; the building work will add 9,000
seats to the stand.
“The owners were keen to keep our history,” says tour guide Alan Harr.
“That’s why we’ve stayed at Anfield and not moved anywhere else. It would
have been cheaper to knock the stand down and build a new one, but
there’s so much history, and we couldn’t lose the stories in that stand.”
And while building work has been going on, the Club has still opened for
a Premier League season: It’s a remarkable feat of planning and architecture.
Preview tours
are available
from September,
before the Stand
opens in January

Beatles, beer and the Boer War
There’s not much left of the old ocean liners, but you can actually see the
flagpole of another very famous and rather unlucky ship in Liverpool.
The SS Great Eastern was by far the largest ship in the world when it was
built by Isambard Kingdom Brunel, and had such a problem with balance that
it never carried many passengers – but it did lay the first transatlantic cable.
Its flagpole is now at Anfield Stadium, home of Liverpool Football Club.
You don’t have to enjoy watching a ball being kicked around to appreciate
the magic of this historic and beautiful ground.
The story of Liverpool FC can move even the most standoffish sports-hater
to their very soul, from the origins of the Kop Stand, commemorating the
Lancashire Fusiliers who lost their lives in the Boer War, to the swelling sound
of thousands of fans singing You’ll Never Walk Alone.
Bring a group here and they’ll be swept away on a tour of the stadium with
one of the incredibly friendly and knowledgeable guides, before making their

Medium-stay parking
The following are free to use with no advance booking required. They are open 0800-1800hrs.
l Bankfield Street, L20: 8 bays
l Regent Road, L3 (between Carlton Street and Dublin Street): 4 bays
l Regent Road, L5 (between Fulton Street and Boundary Street): 12 bays
l Regent Road, L5 (between Walter Street and Fulton Street): 3 bays
l Sandhills Lane, L20: 3 bays
l Upper Duke Street, L1 (adjacent to Liverpool Cathedral: 3 bays
l Bath Street, L3: 6 bays

Off-street parking
King’s Waterfront – Queen’s Dock, King’s Parade, L3: 30 bays, pay and display, cannot be reserved
Arriva Green Lane depot, Old Swan, L13 7HS: £20 per day. Call 0151 282 8305.
l Riverside Drive, L3: 18 bays, free, no pre-booking required.
l
l

Drop-off and pick-up
Gower Street, Albert Dock L3 4AD
Crosshall Street L1 6DQ
l William Brown Street L3 8EN
l Liverpool Cathedral L1 7AZ
l Salthouse Quay, Albert Dock L3 4AD
l Liverpool One Bus Station L1 8AD
l
l

Marketing Liverpool produces the Liverpool Travel Trade Guide, which has full details of coach parking, maps and Coach Welcome schemes, as
well as all the latest attractions, hotels and experiences plus suggested itineraries. Email traveltrade@marketingliverpool.co.uk to request a copy or
visit www.visitliverpool.com/traveltrade
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The ‘Three Graces’: The Liver, Cunard and Port of Liverpool buildings

along with the Access All Areas tour.
Instead of the current pre-booked-slot guided tours, the new tour will be
free-flow, allowing visitors to explore the stadium at their own pace.
There are several good reasons for this: It prevents the need to “almost
chivvy people along,” says Alison Lamb, Tour and Museum Manager; it
gives people more of an opportunity to really soak in the atmosphere and
history. It also opens up opportunities for the trade: Augmented reality
headsets in 12 languages will guide people around, so more international
visitors can get the full benefit.
For coach tour operators in the UK, it means they don’t have to worry
about making it to the stadium in time for their pre-booked tour, and it’s
easier than booking a slot.
However, the stadium won’t lose private tours altogether – the team
recognise that those are often very special. “We realised with coach groups
there’s often a special bond with the tour guide straight away, and we don’t
want to lose that,” says Alan. “It’s an important part.”

Doing it differently

Contact Chelsey Brockley, Groups Manager on 0151 906 1817 or
email chelsey.brockley@liverpoolfc.com

SEPTEMBER 2016

“We do things differently in Liverpool,” says Alison. “From our case studies,
we found that free-flow can be a bit impersonal, and it doesn’t really
encourage interaction.
So we’ll be doing it a bit differently.” We can’t say what’ll be involved yet,
but think demonstrations at Seaworld (without the dolphins).
Along with the Club’s small but excellent museum, which was
refurbished only two years ago, and good-quality meals served in the
atmospheric Boot Room restaurant, a tour of Liverpool FC is a fantastic
day out. And it’s becoming more and more coach-friendly, partly thanks to
Alison, who joined the Club three years ago straight from working in coach
tour wholesale.
The driver is included in the tour, and Chelsey Brockley, Groups Manager,
has a range of discounts and packages for groups.
Museum entry is included in the price of the tour, and from 2017, new
coach parking arrangements in a more secure (and more convenient)
location will mean drivers will feel safer about leaving the coach.
The museum is worth about 45 minutes, with a complimentary audio
guide; visitors learn about the formation of the Club first, then the players,
then the fans, and there’s a temporary exhibition too – at the moment, it’s
dedicated to Steven Gerrard.
The Boot Room restaurant is also adorned with trophies and
memorabilia, and it has a special groups area where videos can be shown.
Liverpool FC also has its own open-top bus service into Liverpool city
centre, with live commentary relevant to the Club.
“We’re flexible – we can adapt to different groups, to suit them,” says
Alison. “I know how difficult it can be for GTOs, I remember putting
itineraries together. We want to make it as easy as possible for them.”
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Liverpool celebrates several landmark events over the next two years, all of which have huge
potential to make a group visit even more special. Find out what’s going on and book it now
29 January 2017

23-25 June 2017

Chinese New Year
Liverpool Chinatown will be celebrating the Year of the Rooster, working
with Liverpool Chinese community groups and other organisations in the
city to arrange a series of arts and cultural events across Chinatown and the
city centre.

International Mersey River Festival
A free three-day celebration of Liverpool’s glorious waterfront. The
2016 event saw three stages of live music, creative workshops, family
entertainment, and for the first time, an interactive treasure hunt around
the UNESCO heritage site. 2017 will feature a host of maritime greats, as it
sits alongside the National Armed Forces Day, hosted for the first time by
Liverpool on the same weekend.

11 February 2017
British Museum of Music opens
While The Beatles’ influence can be felt across the city, it is far from the beall-and-end-all of the local music scene. Producing more number one singles
than any other city, Liverpool has been labelled by the Guinness Book of
Records the ‘World Capital of Pop’.
Celebrating this heritage, the British Museum of Music (BME) opens in
February 2017. The permanent exhibition will be housed in Liverpool’s
Cunard Building on the city’s pierhead, and will show how British culture has
been influenced by rock, pop, dance and other music genres over the last 70
years.
The BME will include more than 600 iconic artefacts and over 90 hours of
audio-visual digital content.
It will take groups on a trip through British music history, from 1945 rock
n’ roll, to the Psychedelia of the 1960s, the New Romanticism of the ‘70s and
‘80s, and the house music scene of the 1990s.

24 June 2017
Armed Forces Day
This year Liverpool is proud to welcome the national celebration for Armed
Forces Day to the city, set to be the most ambitious Armed Forces Day yet
with plans for some of the most spectacular and iconic displays from the
Armed Forces being welcomed to the city centre and waterfront, alongside
thousands of serving personnel and veterans.

21-23 July 2017
Liverpool International Music Festival
The Liverpool International Music Festival is a free outdoor music event held
in one of the city’s stunning parks. Previous acts have included Basement
Jaxx, Labrinth and Echo & the Bunnymen, with Liverpool Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra. It caters for all ages, with family zones and a fun fair.

19 May 2017

Anything else?

LightNight
LightNight is Liverpool’s arts and culture festival which illuminates the city,
quite literally, for one night only. The city’s galleries, museums and public
spaces stay open late for a free showcase of the city’s arts and culture. There
are street performances, light projections, exhibitions, walks, talks and
hands-on activities for all ages.

Bluecoat: 300th anniversary
As Liverpool’s centre for contemporary arts, a special programme of art
exhibitions and events will be at the core of Bluecoat’s 300th anniversary
celebrations.
Opening on 4 February 2017, the first exhibition will feature work by up to
100 artists who have exhibited at Bluecoat in previous years.
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Artistic Director Bryan Biggs says: “They include several Turner Prize
winners, international names, leading figures in graphic design, and many
who we supported early in their career – Bluecoat alumni in the truest sense.”
It’s been estimated that since artists moved into the building in 1907,
there have been some 800 exhibitions staged at Bluecoat.
67-17: 50 Summers of Love
1967 was a defining year in the history of culture. The ‘Summer of Love’ was
responsible for some of the most influential and well loved music and arts
of a generation, and Liverpool was at the centre of that movement. This year
Liverpool will celebrate some of the incredible moments of that year, using
them as inspiration for its own ‘Summer of Love’ in 2017.
Events and projects will celebrate the golden anniversary of (among
other things) the release of Sgt Peppers Lonely Hearts Club Band, iconic
book The Mersey Sound, the decriminalisation of homosexuality and also the
completion and opening of the Metropolitan Cathedral.
Cavern Club turns 60
In January 1957 a jazz club opened in Matthew Street. Sixty years later it’s a
major piece of pop history, and an institution in Liverpool.
The Cavern Club saw many live bands cutting their teeth on the local
music scene, not least a certain fab four who played at the club nearly 300
times in three years and changed its atmosphere forever to one of rock n’ roll.
The original Cavern Club closed in March 1973, but was later rebuilt to the
original plans (using some of the original bricks) and reopened in April 1984.
New coach park opens
Most importantly, in 2017 Liverpool’s first dedicated coach park will open,
to accommodate the boom in coach tourism to the city. Last year 160,000
more tourists came to Liverpool by coach than arrived via the cruise
terminal.
The coach park will comprise a new off-street layover facility and rest area
for drivers, designed to reduce congestion in the city centre.
The location and other details are yet to be announced, but the coach
park is part of a £45m investment in transport in Liverpool.

Cavern Club turns 60 next year, a
culturally significant venue

Tate Liverpool celebrates 30 years
of great art in 2018

And in 2018...
Ten years on from Liverpool’s year as European Capital of Culture, the city
is planning an incredible 12 months of music, arts and culture to shine a light
on one of the UK’s most exciting cities.
Spread out across the whole of the year, this will see a collection of major
events, exhibitions and festivals turning Liverpool into the must-visit city
of 2018. It has already been announced that the Royal De Luxe Giants,
which attracted one million people to the streets of the city in 2014, will be
returning, and also that the Tall Ships Regatta will launch from the city over
the May Bank Holiday in a race to Bordeaux. Meanwhile, watch out for the
Tate Liverpool celebrating its 30th anniversary.
Further projects are to be announced, so keep your eyes peeled.

Try these restaurants, all
ideal for group bookings.
Host: www.ho-st.co.uk
Pen Factory: www.pen-factory.co.uk
Old Blind School: www.oldblindschool.co.uk
Lunya: lunya.co.uk/liverpool
Salt House Tapas: www.salthousetapas.co.uk
Gusto: gustorestaurants.uk.com/restaurants/liverpool
Maritime Dining Rooms: www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/
maritime/visit/dining
Smugglers Cove: thesmugglerscove.uk.com
The Beatles’ Sgt Peppers album turns 50 in 2017

All these events welcome coach groups - book now

SEPTEMBER 2016

Steam on the Dock at Albert Dock was hugely popular in 2016
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Our two-day tour of Liverpool wasn’t nearly long enough to take in everything the city has to
offer. Here are more attractions, destinations and hotels to take into account when planning

L

iverpool is an international waterfront city, the proud home of half
a million people who are keen to show you what they’ve got.
It has more museums and galleries than any other UK city
region outside of London, attracting leading international
exhibitions and record visitor numbers.
Culturally the city excels, in sport, in music, in art and in
architecture.
Groups can look forward to an excellent choice of hotels to suit all tastes
and budgets, from cosy guest houses and big-name brands, to stylish
boutique hotels and stunning country houses.

Who, Katy Perry, Sir Elton John and Arctic Monkeys among others.
The Exhibition Centre Liverpool opened in 2015, connected to the main
complex by a sky bridge, and includes the Wheel of Liverpool ferris wheel.
www.accliverpool.com

Albert Dock

ACC Liverpool is Merseyside’s multi-purpose events and conference centre,
housing the Exhibition Centre Liverpool, the BT Convention Centre and the
11,000-seat Echo Arena, which has seen performances from Beyoncé, The

For all types of coach visitors, Albert Dock Liverpool is an inspiring place
to visit. It’s home to world-class galleries, museums and attractions (Tate
Liverpool, the Beatles Story, Merseyside Maritime Museum, International
Slavery Museum, Mattel Play! Liverpool, and Magical Mystery Tours), and has
more than 20 restaurants, bars and cafés, as well as two hotels.
In 2016 Albert Dock launched an exciting year-round programme of
events, including Steam on the Dock, Vintage on the Dock, Folk Festival
on the Dock and Pirate Festival on the Dock, and is looking forward to

The historic Cavern Club, where the Beatles performed live in Liverpool

Chester Zoo’s Islands opened last year and is an instant hit

ACC Liverpool
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celebrating Christmas in style too.
Albert Dock is the most-visited
free tourist attraction in North
West England, with six million
visitors every year.
In 2015, coach visits were 19%
up on the previous year – and
that figure looks set to be even
greater in 2016.
Coach drop-off and pick-up is
available on-site.
www.albertdock.com

Bluecoat
In 2017 Bluecoat will celebrate
its 300th anniversary. Beginning
as a charity school before later
becoming an arts centre, Bluecoat
is the oldest building in Liverpool
city centre.
2017 is the perfect time to
discover the rich heritage of the
building.
Heritage displays will be
on show throughout the year
documenting the changing
face of the building through the
ages, and its transformation from
school to a vibrant centre for
contemporary arts. Visitors can
discover the secrets of Bluecoat
with special heritage tours that
explain the architectural and
historical significance of the
building. As Liverpool’s centre for contemporary arts, a special programme
of art exhibitions and events will also be at the core of Bluecoat’s 300th
anniversary celebrations.
The activity begins on 28 October with the opening of a new exhibition,
Unearthing the Banker’s Bones, by British artist Keith Piper.
The work at the centre of the exhibition, also called Unearthing the
Banker’s Bones, has been commissioned as part of the Art Council Collection’s
70th anniversary celebrations and the exhibition will be the first time it has
been seen by the public.
The exhibition will run until 15 January 2017, beginning Bluecoat’s
anniversary year.

South East Asia to see Sumatran tigers, Sumatran orangutans and Visayan
warty pigs, among other critically endangered species.
Islands also showcases the zoo’s Act for Wildlife conservation activities,
as visitors navigate their way through mangroves, swamps, bamboo and
tropical forests.
Chester Zoo is honouring its 2016 group prices for 2017 bookings made
before 31 December 2016.
www.chesterzoo.org

Hotel Indigo
Liverpool’s contemporary four-star Hotel Indigo is ideally situated in the
city’s Cultural Quarter, a five-minute stroll from the Waterfront and no more
than 10 minutes from the city centre.
It is currently undergoing a full refurb, and groups can already soak
in the new atmosphere in its public areas and in the Marco Pierre White
Steakhouse.
With ‘oversized’ beds in its 151 bedrooms, spa-inspired bathrooms and free
Wi-Fi, it’s the ideal place for winding down after a full day exploring the city.
www.hotelindigoliverpool.co.uk

Knowsley Safari
Knowlsley Safari’s new Tiger Trail will be opening in summer 2017. This will
be an immersive experience allowing guests to get up close to the tiger
habitat in a way that hasn’t been possible before.
www.knowsleysafariexperience.co.uk

Land Rover Experience
Only 20 minutes from the centre of Liverpool, Land Rover Experience
Halewood is an ideal addition for petrolhead group tours.
A manufacturing tour covers every stage of the assembly process
including the sheet metal press, robotic body construction and final
preparation before delivery of the finished product.

www.thebluecoat.org.uk

Chester Zoo
In 2015 Chester Zoo launched Islands, the biggest development in the
history of UK zoos and one of the most ambitious ever in Europe.
The £40m development introduced recreations of the habitats of Panay,
Papua, Bali, Sumatra, Sumba and Sulawesi, linked by bridges.
The development takes groups on a journey to the far-flung islands of

SEPTEMBER 2016

Merseyside Maritime Museum is a must for lovers of sea-faring history
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A drive on the purpose-built track, designed to best demonstrate vehicle
capability incorporates a combination of steep slopes, low friction surfaces
and wading elements. Combine a tour with a drive on the tracks for full Land
Rover immersion.
www.halewood.landroverexperience.co.uk

Liverpool One
Liverpool One has had a huge impact on the city since its opening in Capital
of Culture year 2008.
The 1.65million sq-ft open-air complex is a stylish must-see destination for
those who love to shop, eat, drink and relax.
It includes over 160 stores, bars and restaurants, a 14-screen cinema, an
indoor adventure golf course and a five-acre park. Stores include high street
favourites John Lewis and Debenhams.
www.liverpool-one.com

National Museums Liverpool
National Museums Liverpool has eight museums and galleries on
Merseyside, making it the largest museum group in England outside of
London.
Its venues – the International Slavery Museum; Lady Lever Art Gallery;
Merseyside Maritime Museum; Museum of Liverpool, Seized! gallery; Sudley
House; Walker Art Gallery; and World Museum – rank among the most visited
attractions in the country.
The £72m Museum of Liverpool, opened in 2011, is the largest newly-built
national museum in Britain for more than a century and is the world’s first
national museum devoted to the history of a regional city.
In Safe Hands: the story of the Liverpool Pilots is at Merseyside Maritime
Museum, Albert Dock until 4 June 2017.
It tells the exciting story of the Liverpool Pilot Service and its vital role

navigating ships in and out of the Port of Liverpool. Marking the 250th
anniversary of the Liverpool Pilot Service, the exhibition highlights dramatic
examples where their judgement and bravery have saved lives and cargo
from disaster.
Lady Lever Art Gallery at Port Sunlight Village, Wirral involves a stroll
around the stunning newly-restored South End Galleries. The gallery houses
the best collection of Wedgwood jasperware in the world, and one of the
finest collections of Chinese porcelain in Europe.
www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/daysout

RIBA North
Coming soon: RIBA North is a new national architecture centre opening soon
on the Waterfront in Liverpool.
It will host a bold programme of exhibitions showcasing items from
the world-renowned RIBA Collections as well as an ongoing series of
events, workshops and tours for families, design enthusiasts and industry
professionals.
www.architecture.com/RIBA

Tate Liverpool
The Tate gallery in Liverpool, situated in Albert Dock, is home to the national
collection of modern and contemporary art in the north of England and
the UK’s most visited gallery of its kind outside London. Displaying famous
modern works alongside cutting-edge contemporary art, the gallery is a
must-see for any fan of the arts visiting the city.
Alongside the permanent collection, which includes works by Picasso,
Matisse and Man Ray, Tate Liverpool currently has a major Sir Francis Bacon
exhibition.
www.tate.org.uk/liverpool

The nostalgic Vintage on the Dock offered
something a bit different

Aintree and Haydock Park Racecourses both
host class-one racing throughout the year

Albert Dock’s Steam on the Dock was hugely
popular in 2016

St George’s Hall, one of the finest Neoclassical
structures in Europe

Palm House, a fine Victorian conservatory in
Liverpool’s Sefton Park

Liverpool One offers fantastic shopping,
eating and recreation

Tate Liverpool is currently hosting a Francis
Bacon exhibition
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